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• Baker Tilly, serving as Lansing Community College’s (LCC or the College) Internal Audit (IA) function, 
was requested to perform a limited scope engagement focusing on analytics of LCC’s Campus 
Public Safety data, including stops and other officer initiated contacts, use of force, and arrests, to 
identify any patterns or trends in the requested areas. 

• Ensuring that Campus Public Safety officers and command staff are equitable in their policing 
practices is critical to achieving the department’s objective to provide a safe environment in support 
of LCC’s educational mission, and represents a heightened risk for the College given increased 
public attention related to policing practices.

• In LCC’s Equity Action Plan (EAP), a resolution directs the President to ensure equity in law 
enforcement procedures, policies and behaviors in the Public Safety Department and to ensure 
diversity, equity, and inclusion training is embedded in all student and employee orientation 
processes1. 

• [LCC] will continue to track Public Safety’s interactions with the community, as well as training 
hours and department demographics to push us along a respectful community policing model1. 

1 Quoted from the December 14, 2020 LCC EAP
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Background



• Analyze Campus Public Safety data by race and location, including statistics for 
stops and other officer initiated contacts, use of force, and arrests, to identify any 
patterns or trends in the requested areas.

• Evaluate Campus Public Safety data against the composition of citizens by race 
in its jurisdictions to determine whether notable trends or differences exist.
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Objectives



Trends
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Trends
The following summarizes data trends for the period October 1, 2017 through 
September 30, 2020:

• The vast majority of officer activities relate to citations, as opposed to arrests 
(see slide 9). Additionally, the vast majority of those citations are parking tickets 
where an individual is unlikely to be present (see slide 10).

• For non-parking ticket related citations, there is a near even split of citations 
issued for White individuals as for Black or African American and Unknown 
individuals (see slide 10).

• It does not appear that LCC Officers are showing bias in arresting individuals, as 
illustrated by analysis of stops/contacts (see slide 11).

• The most common reason for an arrest was due to an outstanding warrant (i.e., 
by law the officer was required to arrest the individual) (see slide 12).
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Trends (continued)
• Year-over-year the number of citations and the number of arrests are decreasing (see slides 

13 and 14).

• Use of force was applied to a small number of arrestees, some of which were in response 
to Mutual Aid for other law enforcement agencies (see slide 15). Officers did not appear to 
apply bias in their use of force (see slide 16).

• LCC is unique in that no students, faculty, or staff reside on campus1, some commuting 
from over an hour away. The surrounding area is also mostly commercial. Due to these 
circumstances, the available demographic source data from which to perform a 
comparison is limited or non-existent (e.g., no comprehensive sources of demographic data 
for the population working and commuting through the downtown area).

1 Except for the President and his family who do live on campus



Analysis
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Comparison of Citations and Arrests

38%

62%
Arrested individuals: 331

Cited individuals: 546

Citations and Arrests

The following chart shows the percentage of individuals cited and arrested for the period October 1, 
2017 through September 30, 2020 not including parking infractions. Note that because of the overlap 
in charges and citations, there is possible overlap or duplication in the number of individuals arrested 
and cited.



• Asian
• Black or African American
• White
• Unknown
• Null
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Race as a percentage of total citations
Chart 1 shows race as a percentage of total individuals who received a citation for the period of 
October 1, 2017 through September 30, 2020. Chart 2 shows race as a percentage of total individuals 
who received a citation for the period of October 1, 2017 through September 30, 2020 without ‘Null’ 
race data. The vast majority of race data containing ‘Null’ is associated with parking tickets and other 
parking infractions where race is not noted. 

Chart 1: Total # of 
individuals: 5,178
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Chart 2: Total # of 
individuals: 546
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Stop/Contact Type
The following tables represent race as a percentage of stop/contact type for the period 
October 1, 2017 through September 30, 2020.

49%

16%

35%

Dispatch

37%

16%

47%

Officer Observed

83%

17%

Victim/Complaint

50%50%

Warrant

0.4%

47%

12.3%

40.3%

Officer Observed: Traffic

0.3%

47.8%

12.9%

39%

Comparison: Total 
Arrestees



There were a total of 46 charge types in the Arrestees data for the period of October 1, 2017 through September 30, 
2020. The following is a snapshot of the top 10 charges by total volume.
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Arrest Charges – Snapshot
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Traffic – Driving on Susp/Revoked/Refused License

Traffic – No Operators/Chauffers License on Person

Traffic – Driver License Law Violations

Traffic – No Operators License

Trespass – Other

Traffic – Registration Law Violations

Narcotic Equipment

Obstruct – Other

Miscellaneous Assist to Other Police Agency
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The following graph represents the population of individuals who received a citation by race
for each calendar year during the period of October 1, 2017 through September 30, 2020. 
This excludes ‘Null’ race data. 
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Race by total citations for each year 

Total: 190 Total: 144Total: 212



The following graph represents the population of arrestees by race for each calendar year 
during the period of October 1, 2017 through September 30, 2020. 
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Race by total arrestees for each year 

Total: 103 Total: 92Total: 136



5%
95%

Chart 2: Use of Force Percentage for Arrestees

• No Force – Arrests and Citations
• No Force – Arrests Only
• Force Applied
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Use of Force
During the period October 1, 2017 through September 30, 2020, force was applied with 15 
individuals.  Of those 15, four involved Mutual Aid1. Chart 1 shows the percentage of force 
applied versus no force for the 5,509 individuals arrested or cited (including parking tickets). 
Chart 2 shows the percentage of force applied versus no use of force for only the 331 arrested 
individuals.

1In one case the individual was listed as a Suspect in the SRMS data, however, that individual was ultimately arrested 
by another agency.

99.73%
0.27%

Chart 1: Use of Force Percentage for 
Individuals Arrested or Cited
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Chart 2: Use of Force
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Race as a percentage of total arrestees compared to the application of force

Chart 1 shows race as a percentage of total arrestees for the period of October 1, 2017 through 
September 30, 2020. Chart 2 shows race as a percentage of total arrestees where force was applied 
for the period of October 1, 2017 through September 30, 2020. 

Total # of arrestees: 331 Total use of force: 151

1In one case the individual was listed as a Suspect in the SRMS data, however, that individual was ultimately arrested 
by another agency.
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47.8%

12.9%

39%

Chart 1: Total Arrestees



Recommendations



• The Michigan SRMS, which stores LCC’s Public Safety data, has the capability to 
capture additional information in structured data fields that are not currently 
used or required (e.g., use of force levels). As such, LCC should consider:

• Capturing stop/contact (e.g., dispatched, officer initiated) and use of force 
information in a structured data field for ease of analysis. Currently, that 
information resides in case report text that is not easy to identify and extract. 

• Recording parking related infractions in the ‘Offense’ field for the citation data 
rather than the ‘Notes’ field to better standardize the citation data. It is noted 
that parking infractions would not capture race information. 

• Allowing a period of time to lapse to implement those changes, thereby 
establishing a new baseline (e.g., twelve months).  Then allowing an additional 
two to three years to lapse before performing a comparable updated data 
analysis.
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Recommendations



• Given the percentage of unknown race information in the Arrestee and Citation data, 
LCC should require officers to capture this information in Public Safety data going 
forward, when appropriate, with the knowledge that it will be the officers’ 
observation. This practice is consistent with other University law enforcement 
agencies. The College can leverage the current analysis as a baseline for future data 
analysis of arrest and citation information. 

• As LCC considers the law enforcement accreditation agencies and frameworks to 
potentially follow or seek law enforcement accreditation, LCC should discuss with 
the chosen agency practices to address data collection and use; the College should 
also incorporate regulatory and legal changes as they occur. 

• LCC may consider performing periodic spot checks of data for accuracy (for 
example, analyzing ZIP codes and addresses to check for potential inaccuracies or 
outliers). If an ongoing analysis of Public Safety data is desired, this will reduce the 
amount of data clean-up needed before analysis. 
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Recommendations (continued)



Appendix – Key Definitions*

*For informational purposes only.  Not an analysis, but included to help clarify analysis terminology.
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Key Definitions
Stop/Contact Type: Stop information or contact types as it pertains to the arrestee data are 
defined as follows.

• Dispatch – The officer was called to a scene by dispatch and made contact with the suspect 
as a result of responding.

• Officer Observed – Traffic Stop: The officer observed a potential traffic violation (e.g., expired 
license plate, missing tail light, failure to stop at a red light).

• Officer Observed: The officer observed an individual(s)/situation where a potential crime was 
occurring (e.g., public urination).

• Victim/Complaint: An individual(s) reported an incident directly to an officer or at the police 
station.

• Warrant: An individual on an LCC campus with a known outstanding warrant was contacted 
by LCC Officers.



Arrestee: An individual charged with a crime in the Arrestees data. The classification of an 
individual as ‘arrestee’ does not necessarily mean they were detained or placed into custody. 
For example, some individuals in the arrestee data may have received a misdemeanor 
appearance ticket.

Citation: An individual who received a citation (i.e., a ticket). 

Use of Force: Use of force as it pertains to the arrestee data is defined as follows. 

• No Force: The officer did not apply force beyond normal procedures to apprehend an 
individual (e.g., apply handcuffs, conduct a pat down search).

• Force Applied: The officer applied force beyond normal procedures to apprehend an 
individual (e.g., grabbed arm).
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Key Definitions (continued)



The following is a listing and definitions for the top 10 Arrest Charges by volume in the 
Arrestees data.
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Key Definitions (continued)

Obstructing Justice: This offense classification is used for when a subject is arrested on an outstanding warrant. The 
warrant cannot be an original charge warrant such as a criminal bench warrant or failure to appear warrant. This 
classification does not include resisting or obstructing police or arrest.

Traffic - Driving on Susp/Revoked/Refused License: This offense classification is used anytime arrest are made when 
someone is caught driving on a suspended/revoked/refused license. It counts as an arrest if they are physically 
arrested or a citation is issued. Due to fingerprinting requirements a physical arrest was most common pre-covid 19.

Traffic – No operators/chauffeurs license on person: This offense classification is used when someone is caught 
driving a vehicle and does not have the physical copy of their driver’s license on them. The officer confirmed through 
LEIN that the person has been issued a driver’s license and it is currently valid. This offense is typically handled with a 
citation and the offense is waivable which means the person can show any officer their physical license and the officer 
can then sign off on the back of the citation that they have one and all fines and cost are waived by the Court when the 
person turns in the citation. 



Arrest Charges listing and definitions (continued)
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Key Definitions (continued)

Traffic – Driver License Law Violation: This offense classification can be used as a catch all for any driver’s license law 
violation that is not specifically covered by other offense classifications. A violation of a restricted license would be an 
example of what would be classified this way. This violation could be handled with a physical arrest or a citation. 

Traffic – No Operators License: This offense classification is used when someone is caught driving a vehicle and has 
never been issued a driver’s license for the State of Michigan. This violation can be handled with a physical arrest or 
citation. Typically a physical arrest is only done when the officer cannot confirm the person’s identity and has reason 
to doubt the information they provided is truthful. 

Trespass – Other: This offense classification is used when a subject is issued a warning for trespassing or when an 
arrest occurred for trespassing. In order for an arrest to occur for trespassing the subject would have had to receive a 
previous warning within a year of the 2nd trespassing violation or had to refuse to leave the property after being 
instructed to leave. 

Traffic – Registration Law Violations: This offense classification is used for improper registration plates as in the 
license plate on the vehicle being driven is not registered to the vehicle it is affixed to. The offense is handled by 
citation only, but does count as an arrest since it is a misdemeanor.



Arrest Charges listing and definitions (continued)
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Key Definitions (continued)

Obstruct – Other: This offense classification is a generic classification that can be used interchangeably with the 
obstructing justice classification.

Narcotic Equipment: This offense classification covers whenever a subject is found in possession of equipment that 
can be used or is being used to consume drugs. This charge was most commonly used in marijuana cases when 
marijuana was illegal. The enforcement reduced when marijuana became legal for medicinal purposes and will reduce 
to almost nothing now that is it legal. Possession of narcotic equipment is only enforceable through City Ordinance. 
There is no law violation through State laws. 

Miscellaneous Assist to other Police Agency: This offense classification is used any time LCC Officers assist another 
police agency and documentation is needed. Most commonly used when assisting in an investigation or as of mid 
2019 when an arrest is made on an original charge warrant. An original charge warrant would be the first issued 
warrant in a criminal matter where the subject has not been formally arrested yet.
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